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This paper deals with the problem of reflection of magneto-acoustic waves 
from a plane boundary between a fluid and an elastic medium conducting 
electricity. Expressions are obtained for the amplitude coefficients of 
reflection and refraction. The surface waves on a free boundary of an 
elastic medium are considered. The velocity of these waves is determined 
for the case of 8 weak magnetic field. 

1. Magnetohydrodynsmic and magneto-elastic waves. Let a 

fluid and an elastic conducting medium be placed in a uniform constant 
magnetic field ff. In order to solve the problem of reflection of waves 
from the boundary between these two media, it is necessary to consider 
the propagation of waves separately in each medium. 

‘Ibe linearized equations of magnetohydrodynamics for plane waves with 
the vector k and frequency w reduce to the system of algebraic equations 

113 

- wh = kx(vxH) + ~~*2~~~2h 

- wv+2$- d k (kv) zz - --&- Hx(kxh) 
0 

c2 

%I = 4nsou02 

(1.1) 

where v is the velocity of the fluid, h is the small variation of the 
magnetic field in the wave, pa and uo are the density and electrical con- 

ductivity of the fluid, u. denotes the velocity of sound in the fluid, 
and c is the velocity of light. 

The plane boundary between the two media will be designated as the 
plane xy. Assuming that the vectors H and k are in the plane xz, we 
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write Equations (1.1) in terms of components 

- & = kz (zF,~H, - r,H,) + iu,2q0k2h, 

- oh, = k, (czH, - v,HJ + iuo2qok2h, 

- WV, + -$ li, (kv) = - $- (k,h, - k,h,) 

- (OV, + -f$ kz (k\-) = - - 421 (kzh, - k&) 

(1.2) 

The condition of compatibility of this system has the form 

u2 - (1 +$,) u +$, (k"H")" + iwq, (u - 1) = 0 

0 2 

( ) 

(1.3) 

'= ku, -9 qp2.L 
4np,u," 

JIere, u and vO are the squares of the phase velocity and the intensity 

of the magnetic field in the dimensionless form; k" and Ho are the 

magnitudes of the vectors k and ff. Equation (1.3) has, for small or),,, the 

roots ur and uz corresponding to the fast and the slow magneto-acoustic 

waves. According to (1.2), we have for these waves 

V - ~“VVZ, 
k,xkyZk,-2 - $.,JI,ffZH-2 

YX - 
M, = - ---z---2 

- $1, -i- /Cv:ky -j- qvH, II-’ 

(Y = 1, 2) 
(J-4) 

The equations of plane waves in an elastic medium are [2] 

- cub = kx(vxH) + ia2qk2h 

- $v = - k(kv) + Ekx(kxv) - $$ Hx(kxh) (4.5) 

($ = h +2lJ 
P ' 

b”+ E=$ 11=&: 2p-c 
4npaz 

Here, a2 and b’ are the squares of the velocities of transverse and 

longitudinal waves, respectively; p, A and v are the density and the Lam6 

constants of the elastic medium; u is the electrical conductivity of the 

elastic medium. 

We write Equations (1.5) in terms of components 

- wh, = kz (v,H, - v,H,) + ia2qk2h, 

- oh, = k, (z;,H, - r,H,) + ia2qk2h, 
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(-$ + x.,2 + Ek*Z) c, + (1 - g) k&Z’, = - * (k&, - X-&J (1.6) 

( 
- $ + kz2 + &Vx2j ~2 j (1 - f) k,X;r, = - 9 (k&, - k,~~,) 

The condition of compatibility of this system has the form 

the 
For small 07, two roots of this equation, u3 and u4, correspond to 

fast and the slow magneto-elastic waves, while the third root corre- 

sponds to an aperiodic process. 

From Equations (1.61 we obtain the relations between the components 
of the velocity of the medium in magneto-elastic waves 

2. Reflection of magneto-acoustic waves. We shall assume that 

both media are perfect conductors (‘lo = n = 0). On the boundary between 
the two media, the normal component of stress, the normal component of 
the velocity, the magnetic field, and the tangential component of the 
electric field should be continuous. ‘l&e last condition implies, for 
perfect conductivity, the continuity of the tangential component of the 
velocity of the medium. 

Therefore, the boundary conditions are 

fvzl = 0, b,l = 0, P,, = - p, Pm - 0 (2.4) 

where [vi1 is the jump of the quantity u’i on the boundary, P,, and PzE 
are the components of the stress tensor in the elastic medium, and p is 
the pressure in the fluid. In the case of monochromatic waves, they can 
be expressed in terms of the components of the velocities of the elastic 
and the fluid medium in the following way 

p =-- i pou,s divv 

Let a fast magneto-acoustic wave fall on the boundary (Fig. 1). ‘Ihe 
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quantities describing the incident waves will be denoted by primes. For 

the velocity field in the fluid, according 

to (1.4)) we have 

Fig. 1. N,=--- $ 
sin 28, - I& sin 29 

- u, + sin2 Bv + tpo sine rp 

For the velocity field in the elastic medium, according to 

vz = rsz + 7742. 2: = Msvsr + M4v4z 

(Y = 1, 2) 

(1.8) 

(2.3) 
i%f* =: + 

(1 - &) sin 20, + Ip sin 29 

- U, + sina BV + 8 co@ 0, + 9 sin8 q~ (v = 3,4) 

Taking into account that 

, 
% = A,’ cos &’ exp i [(k,‘r) - it], tan &’ =z M,’ 

(2.9 
VVZ = A,‘W, cos fL exp i [(k,r) - d], an by = M, 

(v = 1,2,3, 4) 

where p, is the angle between the displacement vector in the wave with 
index v and the axis z, from the boundary conditions (2.1) we obtain a 
system of four equations for the amplitude coefficients of reflection and 
refraction I$+ 

The solutions of this system have the form 

co5 p1’ W1=--- pa2 (Ma - M,,) x -+- p()u,v 
cos PI paa W, - MI) X + ~ou,P (2.5) 
M~oat 0,--t 

w3 = -p&y _ y) GOS ps iVf2 - .&‘) cos PI’ + (M, - M,) WI cos pI] 

cosf3, M4 car 64 --I 

--~1c~sp~-W3cos~3-~W4EOS~4 

x - (M, cot e4 -l)[cot e,--(1---~)M,l+(l-M, cot eJ[crcn e,-(1-q)M,) 
Y = M4 - MS + M,ln, (wt e4 - wt e,) 
z = Ml w e4 - n/f, w es 
L’ = Y (M, - M,’ + oat e3 + mt 0,‘) - 2 (nf, sot 8; + M,’ m e,) 

D = Y (M2 - MI’ + d e2 - m e,‘) + 2 fM2 sot elf - M,’ a e,) 

Assuming yla = y, = 0 and considering that for this case 
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u 1 ‘ = u1 = 1, u2 = 0, f&=0, u3=1, 

Ml’ = - Ml = - tan B,, M, = - cot o,, M, = - 

Br’ = Jr - 91, 81 = 91, 83 = Jr - 9% @* 

we obtain from the Formula (2.5) the expressions for 
reflection and refraction 13, p.311 without magnetic 

Increasing y,, and y to infinity, we have 

ZZ-.- 2 04 

the coefficients 
field. 

i.e. the reflection is complete in this 
limit case. 

Fig. 2. 

Let now a fast magneto-elastic wave fall from the elastic medium on 

the boundary surface (Fig. 2). 

lhe velocity field in the fluid is 

and the velocity field in the elastic medium is 

1 
AI, = - -i_ _ 

(1 - E) sin 283’ - I$ sin 2q 
u3‘ + sin2 W3 + E co+ 03’ + q sin2 cp 

As in the preceding problem, we find 

w4= (I + M3’ cot 63’) cos93’ + (1 - All3 cQ( es) 11’3 cos p3 

(M, cot e~-l)cospr 

of 

WI = (M,- iiid) ros p3’ + (M, - Af,) w3 COS $3 + (Ma- M,) WJCOS t3* 

(Mp - M*) cos 81 

w, = cosP3 - WI cos $I+ TV3 cos 93 + WI cos 34 L 
COS 9s 
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F = (1 + 111,’ wt 9,‘) [ cot 84 - (1 - 2E) MJ - 

- (M, cot 8,--i) lwt e,‘+(b22Sf,) Ma’1 

L = Me - Ma’ + M,‘M, ( cot 04 + cot 8;) 

N = AZ4 cot 6, + M,’ cot 8,’ 

E = L (M, - M,S_ u* f32 - cot 8,) + N (M, cot 01 - M, cot 0,) 

d, = Y (M, - M, + wt 

For w0 = ‘0 = 0, we obtain 

efficients lf, [3, p.34. 

82 - wt e,) + 2 (fbf2 wt el- iv, wt 0,) 

from (2.6) the known expressions for the co- 

If y. and y increase to infinity we have, as it was previously, the 
case of complete reflection 

3. Surface waves (Rayleigh). We shall investigate the effect of 
a magnetic field on the surface waves, assuming that the elastic medium 
is adjacent to a sufficiently rarefied gaseous medium (pa = 0). It is 
known that the equations of the surface waves can be obtained by increas- 
ing to infinity the coefficient of reflection of plane waves [3]. In this 
way we obtain from (2.6) 

x=0 (3.4) 

Let US consider a weak magnetic field (q~ << 1). With the accuracy up 
to the terms linear in v we have 

US = 1 +-II, cosa (0, - cp), uq.=E +*sina(e,-cp) 

MS = - tan!& al+- 
[ 

* 
1-g sin- ( sin 29 cOSe (08 - q) - sin2 q) 

co@ e, )I (3.2) 

Me= cot @, 
i 
f+i-(;;;;; J!+-+ 

sin2 (04 - cp) - sin2 cp -- 
sin2 e4 )1 

Introducing the notations 

and taking into account 

we reduce (3.1) to the form 
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I+ 
(1- 2s)” 

4sp-=T-_~== 
Ji %'-(l-2%)(G-2AJ -1 

rt%(i -%)(I--2&J -t 
ha + 
1 E-4 

#3 jcos2c+ 

1 - 
I/~,(1 -4) i 

a(l-2~~)+2PS,(1-_.r,)(~ - ---JJ-j]sin2a+“H} 
4 -2s, 

Here, sa > 1 is the real root of this equation for y = 0, and 

5 = l-2&)(1-;), j3 =E -22s,(i -E) 

Ihe solution of Equation (3.1) is 

where S denotes the term in the braces in the right-hand side of equation 
(3.4). 

Tne phase velocity of surface waves along.the boundary is determined 
by the formula 

As it follows from (3.6), u assumes real values only for Q = 0 and 

Q = x/2. This indicates that a surface wave propagates without attenua- 
tion in the cases of the magnetic field being parallel or perpendicular 
to the surface. For other directions of the magnetic field tr is a com- 
plex quantity and the surface waves are damped. ‘Ibis damping can be ex- 
plained by the fact that for 0 < Q < r/2 an electromagnetic wave is 
generated which continuously absorbs part of the energy of the surface 
wave. The coefficient of attenuation is equal to K = Im(o/v). 

We shall write the expressions for v in the following cases: 

when Q = 0 

r=e-Bjl+ $$[I-= S,[2(%-So)--S,(a--5)) ]j ~--o(l-%)(%-~o~+t~3-%-ZS,~%~ \ 

when Q = IT/! 

r=c* I-t_ 
i *%soY1+ (1-%)(%-s,t-((1--3%+~*%)B 

(1-%E)12(%--S,)--S,(a-%5)l II 
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x I$_ [ 
i(~-~o)~So~~o-li)(fP-2~e)P-~~o~~-~o~fa-~+f~~~ 

so (I -it) (i-2&d [5 - so + E (1 - 80) PI I} 

The values of u/v, for two values of c are as follows 

cp=o n/2 n/4 

v/vo=1+1.f3712, 1 1 + (0.93 - iO.32)$ far E=if3 

v/ v, = 1 + I.269 1 1 + (0.61 - iO.28)q for 5=1/2 

Thus, a magnetic field parallel to the surface increases slightly the 
velocity of surface waves, while a magnetic field perpendicular to the 

surface practically does not influence this velocity. 

Ihe coefficient of attenuation K, for gr = x/4, is equal to 

3c = 0,32wd,/ v. for g=113 
x =0.2&q/ 80 for 5=1/2 

The author thanks K.P. Staniukovich who 

paper. 
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